



Convert no of values for each parameter 
interaction strength (t) number 
  
Generate parameters interaction list 
 
Step 2 
Generate parameter values interaction list 
 
Read Inputs (No of Parameters, 
No of Values for Each Parameter 
Interaction Strength (t) 
 
 
Initialize every Player Memory 
(PM) by random generate test case 
based on interaction list generated 
Evaluate coverage of test case 

















Coverage? Add into PM
NoAdd to Final Test 
List











Improvise a new test case 
by shifting test case to its 
neighbouring values with 
specified bandwidth (±1)
Let selected test case 
be the new test case 
No Evaluate coverage of test case 





Coverage > Least 
coverage of test case in 
PM?
Select & Add the best test 
case with most coverage 
into Final Test List
Print test cases of 
Final Test List
Update & Replace the 





Update coverage of 
every test case in PM 
Select best test case with 
highest coverage from 
both PM
Improvise a new test case through 
differences of values between the 
two test cases selected
Evaluate coverage of test case 




left != 0 ?
Random generate test case 
to fill up the place of best 
test case removed in PM
Update coverage of every 
test case in PM 
STEP 2Step 2 
Update coverage of 
every test case in PM 



